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OFFICEWORKS MAKES GREENER THINGS HAPPEN: LAUNCHES LOWEST EMISSIONS 

STORE 
 

As part of Officeworks’ transition to 100 per cent renewable energy by 2025, the business has switched on its first solar 

and battery-operated store in Warana, Queensland. 

 

The Warana store on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast will be Officeworks’ first store that will be powered by 100 kW of 

solar PV and a 100 kWh lithium battery. These features will help the organisation in reducing its carbon footprint and is 

a step forward in its ongoing commitment to taking meaningful climate action. 

 

The 1,722 sqm store has been working towards operating off 100 per cent renewable energy for two years and has 

previously implemented sustainability measures including LED light fixtures, a Building Energy Management system 

(BEMS), thermal roof coating and double insulation in the roof. The installation of the 100 kW of solar PV and a 100 kWh 

lithium battery is the final stage in achieving this goal, alongside their partnership with CleanCo.  

 

Officeworks Energy and Carbon Manager, Patrick Heagney said: “When fully charged, the solar and battery will have 

enough energy to power approximately 70 per cent of the store, or 35-40 residential homes each day. While Warana is 

the first Officeworks store capable of using 100 per cent renewable energy, much of our store network uses onsite 

generation and where possible renewable electricity procurement.” 

 

“By 2025 all Queensland stores will operate using 100 per cent renewable energy, which is an important step as a brand, 

as we work towards using 100 per cent renewable energy by 2025 and net-zero emissions by 2030.” 

 

Officeworks established its first long-term agreement with a clean energy provider in Queensland in 2022. In collaboration 

with Bunnings, Kmart and Target, the agreement will see Officeworks’ Queensland sites having the balance of their 

renewable electricity provided by CleanCo, a Queensland Government-owned renewable energy company, from 2025, 

generated at large-scale wind and solar farms. 

 

Officeworks Managing Director Sarah Hunter said: “While the agreement with CleanCo was a step towards Queensland 

stores sourcing 100 per cent renewable electricity by 2025 and a net zero Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2030, the launch 

of our first behind the meter green energy powered store in Warana is yet another significant step forward in our efforts 

to reduce our carbon footprint and operate in a sustainable way.” 

 

“We know sustainability in all areas of our business is important to our customers, and those who want to make more 

sustainable choices are shopping with retailers who reflect their values. It gives us great pride to know we are making 

great progress towards our People and Planet Positive 2025 Plan goal of being fully powered by renewable energy by 

2025,” said Ms Hunter. 

 

Officeworks’ People and Planet Positive 2025 Plan is the retailer’s long-term approach to supporting the aspirations of 

its team and local communities, upholding, and respecting human rights, taking meaningful climate action, contributing 

to a more circular economy, and helping customers shop sustainably. 

 

The retailer has made 18 commitments in the plan, including reducing emissions within its supply chain and becoming 

a zero-waste business. Read Officeworks’ FY21-22 People and Planet Positive Report here.  
 

  – ENDS – 

 

 

https://www.officeworks.com.au/information/about-us/peopleandplanet
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ABOUT OFFICEWORKS 

Established in 1994 in Richmond, Victoria, Officeworks is committed to making bigger things happen for its customers, 

team, the community and stakeholders. It operates 166 stores across Australia, a website that is home to more than 

40,000 products, a national call centre, and a business team that helps micro, small and medium-sized businesses start, 

run and grow and Australians to work, learn, create and connect.  

 

Officeworks offers customers a wide range of office supplies, technology, furniture, art supplies, education resources 

and helpful services like print & copy and on-site and remote tech support through Geeks2U – delivering an experience 

that is easy and engaging, no matter how customers choose to shop. 

 

Officeworks is focused on the safety, wellbeing and career progression of the more than 9,000 team members it employs. 

It’s also dedicated to operating in a sustainable manner, including building and maintaining meaningful connections with 

the communities in which it operates, fundraising for its national partners and local community groups, continuing to 

reduce its impact on the environment and source responsibly. 

 


